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...in the home
Building a home is stressful enough without having 
to decide what technology is required. Who can design 
the correct system? What should the system include? Who 
is installing, programming and managing the whole process? 
Now there is no need to worry – a C-Bus pointOne member 
can do it all for you. They are your one point of contact for 
total control of home cinema, irrigation, lighting, security, multi-
room audio, temperature control, communications, windows 
and dressings. Whether you are a homeowner creating your 

“smart home”, an architect or designer enhancing your art, a 
builder or consultant aiming to get the job done within budget, 

or an electrical contractor wanting to add value to your project, 
a C-Bus pointOne member can deliver a total solution to meet 

everyone’s expectations.

...in commercial 
premises

Whether you’re working on an open 
plan offi ce, 5-star hotel or a sports 
stadium, lighting control within the 
commercial world is becoming 
increasingly important in today’s 
energy conscious society. If 
you are a developer, architect,  
interior designer, builder,  
consultant, electrical contractor, 
or building/facility manager you 

can rest assured that involving 
a C-Bus pointOne member will 

be the best decision you make for 
the project. 

They will meet your strategic investment 
and technology requirements now and into 

the future, and aim to save you money by 
covering the key drivers of commercial lighting 

control – energy effi ciency, ease of use, evolving 
functionality and connecting appropriate technologies.

To fi nd out more about C-Bus pointOne and to locate your nearest member, visit

c-buspointone.com.au

If you are looking to enhance the design, functionality and comfort of 
your commercial or residential premises, look no further than 

a C-Bus pointOne accredited integration professional.



What can C-Bus 
pointOne do for you?
A C-Bus pointOne accredited integration 
professional is your one point of contact 
for total control, ensuring all elements 
of your integrated system are produced 
in harmony.

They will:
•    Design a system based on the needs 

and wants of the client as well as the 
functionality of the premises. Detailed 
systems specifi cations are produced in 
consultation with architects, designers, 
consultants, builders, electrical 
contractors and end users, to deliver 
a tailored solution that performs to 
everyone’s expectations.

•    Project Management support is offered 
to oversee the development of the 
automation system and ensure the 
original design is delivered to plan.

 
•    Installation of the chosen system 

is carried out, and done so around 
building construction timelines for new 
facilities or occupancy and timeliness 
for existing premises. 

•    Integration creates a network to 
control multiple products and 
appliances at once – from lighting 
to irrigation, temperature control to 

of automation products and develop 
a detailed solution to fi t. They are often 
involved in the installation of the system, 
but also work with other installers 
to complete the project. 

C-Bus pointOne has been created to allow 
the market access to the industry’s best 
skills and experience, and all members 
are backed by the industry’s number 
one brand, Clipsal.
For these reasons, when you see the 
C-Bus pointOne brand, you will know 
you are getting the best integrators of 
automation and lighting control products 
working on your project.

C-Bus pointOne accredited integration 
professionals operate across Australia and 
New Zealand in both the commercial 
and residential sectors of the automation 
market, and provide solutions for existing 
and new buildings. 

Discover the C-Bus pointOne difference.
C-Bus pointOne is a group of specialist 
systems integration companies who 
have the technical knowledge and 
practical experience of a whole range of 
complementary technologies to enhance 
the functionality of your residential or 
commercial premises. The one point 
of contact, C-Bus pointOne members 
make commercial and residential lighting 
control and automation applications an 
easier process for their clients. They do 
this by providing turnkey solutions for the 
design, project management, installation, 
integration, programming and support 
of Clipsal C-Bus and integration with 
products from third party manufacturers. 
C-Bus pointOne members are accredited 
integration professionals, who have been 
trained in all aspects of the Clipsal C-Bus 
system, and some have over 30 years of 
industry experience.

They discuss what options are available 
to meet individual requirements and 
budgets, and have a broad understanding 

C-Bus pointOne 
involves:
•    connecting the latest 

technologies

•    making residential and 
commercial life simpler 
and easier

•   saving the environment

•     meeting clients needs 
and wants

 •       having one point of contact
 •    for modern home technology 

and commercial lighting 
control and energy management.

multi media systems. Clipsal C-Bus 
technology is the central nervous 
system that can be customised upon 
the needs of the occupants.

•    Programming of the system is carried 
out to suit your lifestyle or working 
environment. New devices can be 
added, and the system reprogrammed 
at any point to ensure everyone’s 
needs are met.

•    Support is available to ensure 
the system is running as it was designed 
to. Regular servicing is provided to 
correct any issues, reprogram elements 
or upgrade the system. Technical 
support, training and documentation is 
issued to help with the management of 
the system.


